Bayesian model order estimation, also referred to as sparse BaThis paper addresses parameter estimation of superimposed signals yesian learning, consists of smoothness or "simplicity" constraints, jointly with their number within the Bayesian framework. We comimposed on the model parameters [6,7]. These constraints are usubine sparse Bayesian machine learning methods with the state of ally specified in terms of appropriate parameter priors. at the expense of limited analytical tractability. prior parameters that control the sparsity of the learned models. Our
INTRODUCTION
* assumes complex measurement data, and, * unlike the above cited methods, does not require matrix inDesign and analysis of state of the art communication systems equipped versions during the computations. with sensor arrays often require accurate models, which reproduce in a realistic manner the structure and dynamics of the studied pheThe paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce nomenon. Over the last decade a significant amount of efforts has the signal model; Section 3 covers the learning algorithm itself, and, been put into the development of efficient estimation algorithms, cafinally, Section 4 shows some application results for the simulated pable to jointly estimate channel parameters, e.g., relative delays, models. Doppler frequencies, directions of the impinging wave fronts, etc [1] [2] [3] . However, joint estimation of the model parameters along 2. SIGNAL MODEL with the number of superimposed signals (i.e., model order) is a particularly difficult task. Often the model order is simply fixed to a certain number. This approach does not always result in realistic Let us assume that the receiver (Rx) is equipped with an antenna models, specially in time-varying environments. Thus, we are typarray consisting of P sensors located at Xo,... ., 1 C R2 with ically forced to abandon the "joint" estimation concept. However, respect to an arbitrary reference point. Let us also assume that the within the class of maximum-likelihood estimators it is possible to received signal can be represented as: provide a mechanism that seamlessly incorporates the model selec-L tion scheme into the estimation framework. Estimation of the model z(t) = 3 wic(l)R(t -Ti) + ((t),
(1) order can be solved in the spirit of Occham's razor principle, i.e., 11 several models are trained and then those that offer the best balance between model 'simplicity' (the smallest dimension of the parameter where z(t) cC'P is a vectorized representation of the sensor output space), and model performance (the highest likelihood) are selected.
at time t, L, is the number of superimposed signals, each having a Examples are the celebrated Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [4] , complex gain Wi, relative delay Ti, and arriving from a direction XbI. Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle and its variants [5] .
The waveform R(.) incorporates the transmitted signal along with Bayesian methods provide the ingredients required to jointly estithe influence of the transceiver front-end. The P-dimensional steermate signal parameters and their number.
ing vector c(li) is represented as C(li)= [coQy5), *. ,cp-(li)]T, and, assuming the coupling between the antenna sensors can be neIn order to stay within the Bayesian framework we also need to glected, its components are given as define the hyperprior p(a). To avoid additional free parameters, we assume this prior to be noninformative, i.e., flat, which corresponds Cp(l5i) = fpQy) exp(j2A1r eH (I~)xp), to the automatic relevance determination (ARD) concept, proposed with A, e (Xl) and fp (yXl) denoting the wavelength, the unit vector in in [10, 11] . Similarly 
"penalty", comes into play when the model order is to be estimated.
We begin with the maximization of p(w, 0 la, z) assuming that
a is known and fixed. Using Bayes theorem we rewrite this posterior w(0l)= LCP-1(:I)rI17 ,= ,WL] (= Ltr l17 (3) as
[cp1I7l)rlj 
we appeal to the EM algorithm [13] . The major steps of this algorithm are summarized below. The goal of the learning algorithm is to estimate the model parame-E-Step. As an unobserved data we chose x [, .. ., xlT]T where ters which are: the order of the model L and parameters {Wl, 01}f1.
Note that we treat the model parameters 0 and w separately. As we
will show, it is w that are used to control the model complexity: by setting some of them to zero we realize model selection 1. Parameand 6l are obtained by arbitrarily decomposing the total noise ( such ters 0, on the other hand, are used to improve the fit of the model to that E = L
. It follows that x, is conditionally Gaussian, i.e., the measured data, and thus control the model order only indirectly.
xi Iwi, 01 -(wis(0O), El) where El = E{ ll } = 61E, and d > 0 is chosen so that El 1 = 1. Based on (7) the Q-function 3. LEARING ALGORITHM Q(0, w 0, wv) = E log[p(x w, 0)] I0, 'w, z} is given as [13] :
Before we begin explaining the estimation algorithm, let us now out-Q(O, w 0, wi') =ZE Ql (0, Wi Ot, l) line the probabilistic structure of the variables involved in the analysis. From (2) it follows that z w, 0 is complex Gaussian, with the L
mean K(O)w and covariance matrix E, i.e.,
where c is a constant independent of 0 and w, and z1i is given as When additive noise is spatially white, E is simply a block-diagonal
The sparsity is enforced through the zero-mean prior p(w a) over the model coefficients w. Parameters a, also called evidence with wv and 0 being some current parameter estimates. We now see parameters, or hyperparameters, are inversely proportional to the that the maximization of (8) with respect to 0 and w is equivalent to width of the corresponding pdf. Large values of al render the contri-L smaller optimizations of Qi (01, Wi OI, 9l) with respect to 01 and bution of the corresponding column in the matrix K(0) 'irrelevant', wl only. This is how the matrix inversions, usually appearing during since the corresponding weights wi are then likely to have a very the maximization of (6), can be avoided. small value. We will consider the learning algorithm for the cases M-Step. Since parameters 01 enter the Q-function nonlinearly, the when p(w as) is either Gaussian, or Laplace pdf.
M-step can be solved using the SAGE algorithm [14], i.e., we suggest to update one parameter (or a subset of parameters) at a time, 1The considered approach allows to control the complexity of the model while keeping the other fixed:
by removing some of the contributions s(ei). lection. This is achieved through the "penalty" posterior S11 =( 1) 1 ( + al (17) p(a z) Xc P(Z )p(a). (12) where Since p(a) is assumed to be flat, the hyperparameters a that maximize p(o z) can be found by maximizing the p(z a) alone. The A/ sign(s(O1)TE7Uizt)( s(O;)T-lt -_ ) latter term is known as evidence. Maximization of the evidence with Wl -"'T-1 (6/) (18) respect to a can also be accomplished by means of complete data x, which also leads to the simpler optimization procedure. Indeed, In (18) sign(.) is a sign function defined as sign(x) x lxl, and (*)+ is a positive part operator defined as: (a)+ = a, if a > 0, and P(X a) = p(x w, 0)p(w a)p(0)dwd0 (13) (a)+ = 0, if a < 0. Here, unlike the Gaussian prior case, there is no need to define any additional thresholds-the hyperparameter plays can be used to locally maximize the evidence p(z a). However, the the role of such a threshold directly. It can be found by equating to nonlinear dependency of p(x w, 0) on 0 will still cause difficulties zero the partial derivatives of (15) with respect to al, which, using in solving the integral (13) . To simplify the computation we adopt (17) and (18), leads to hyperparameter update expression: several approximations. First we assume that 0 is fixed at 0 0 , 1 which makes x functionally independent of 0. Thus It-I + j j .8Iwl ( 9) p(x a) wp(x w, 6')p(w Ia)dw. (14) Once al is found, evaluation of the (18) will automatically remove the "irrelevant" contributions.
Integral (14) The same model order so that the "irrelevant" contributions could be pruned at approach applied to the incomplete data z would result in the full the learning stages of the algorithm. Note that the complexity of our matrix 4, and thus computationally heavier matrix inversion. Now, algorithm increases only linearly with the number of contributions. by taking the logarithm of (15) (11) in i.e., (9) followed by (10), with the latter optimization performed incase of Gaussian sparsity priors. Note, that Gaussian priors need coherently for each element of Oi.
additional thresholds to decide when at is large enough to remove [8, lHE eq (9) ; thrwse the value of atl is computed, we can decide if the corresponding at I( Hl,)l S0 H (t) 8,e 2);ohr1e contribution should remain in the model, or should be pruned, thus the corresponding basis s(Ot) is pruned at the initialization stage. implementing model order estimation.
Having found at1, the gain Wi is estimated using (11 
